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Résumé de l'article

Community engagement is a hallmark of Canadian health and social science research, yet we lack detailed descriptions of pragmatic peer engagement possibilities. People personally affected by a study's topic can actively contribute to design, data collection, intervention delivery, analysis, and dissemination yet the nature and scope of involvement can vary based on context. The shift from academic to community-based research teams, where peers who share participant identities assume a leadership role, may be attributed to the HIV/AIDS response where community co-production of knowledge has been a fundamental component since the epidemic’s onset. This article discusses four health and social science studies from a community-based participatory research (CBPR) framework and synthesizes the strengths and limitations of community engagement across these endeavours to offer lessons learned that may inform the design of future CBPR projects.
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Abstract Community engagement is a hallmark of Canadian health and social science research, yet we lack detailed descriptions of pragmatic peer engagement possibilities. People affected by a study’s topic can and should actively contribute to design, data collection, intervention delivery, analysis, and dissemination yet the nature and scope of involvement can vary based on context. The shift from academic to community-based research teams, where peers who share participant identities assume a leadership role, may be attributed to the HIV/AIDS response where community co-production of knowledge has been a fundamental component since the epidemic’s onset. This article discusses four health and social science studies from a community-based participatory research (CBPR) framework. It synthesizes the strengths and limitations of community engagement across these endeavours to offer lessons learned that may inform future CBPR projects.
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Community engagement — frequently referred to as community-based participatory research (CBPR) — is now a requirement for many funding streams of health and social science research across jurisdictions, disciplines, and topic areas (Canadian Institutes of Health Research [CIHR], 2016; Eder et al., 2018; Ontario HIV Treatment Network [OHTN], 2016). Yet, research in some health and social science streams continues to be conducted and published with varying levels of community engagement. When people who represent the population under study (e.g., people living with HIV) engage with a research project, they often do so as a ‘peer researcher’. If the study involves testing an intervention, peers delivering the intervention may have a role such as ‘peer supporter.’ There is a corresponding lack of literature detailing pragmatic possibilities to engage peers in exploratory and intervention-based health and social science research (De Weger et al., 2018). The existing literature on CBPR focuses primarily on principles and guidelines (Ward et al., 2018) or CBPR implementation examples in a single study (Brush et al., 2019; Collins et al., 2018; Israel et al., 2010). The purpose of this article is to identify specific contributions and opportunities for community members to contribute to health and social science research. This article does so by synthesizing the strengths and weaknesses of four CBPR studies and discusses lessons learned for future endeavours.
Process Steps in CBPR

CBPR projects often proceed in a non-linear fashion; for example, the concept for a study may not be fully determined at the time of grant and ethics application, as initial approvals may be required to consult community members and revise a study during its course (Jenkins et al., 2016). Nonetheless, the steps of traditional health and social science studies still occur in CBPR. These steps are: a) concept development, b) questionnaire development, c) intervention design (if applicable), d) data collection, e) data analysis, and f) dissemination. Careful consideration of how community is engaged and potential pitfalls and problems at each step is important to advance CBPR’s aim of equitable engagement of academic and community partners (Gonzalez & Trickett, 2014; Minkler, 2005; Rhodes et al., 2010).

For concept development, CBPR guidelines recommend an investigator-initiated approach to develop the initial idea for a study into a full concept (Johnson-Shelton et al., 2015). The practical nature of this engagement frequently depends on the researcher’s access to the study’s population (Hacker, 2013; Tapp et al., 2013; Unertl et al., 2016). Collaborative questionnaire development is a key component of CBPR (Gonzalez & Trickett, 2014), with unique considerations for different measurements (Garcia et al., 2008; Tremblay et al. 2018). Community input can: a) develop and modify standardized measures (Craig et al., 2017); and b) determine relevant demographic and qualitative questions (Liboro et al., 2018). Involving community members — especially those affiliated with direct service organizations — in intervention design improves a study’s potential for lasting impact (Dickson-Gomez et al., 2016). Community engagement in intervention design tends to be either: a) designing a new peer-based intervention (Dickson-Gomez et al., 2016; Newman et al., 2014), b) choosing potentially promising manualized interventions and adapting them for a specific context (Anderson-Lewis et al., 2012; Andrews et al., 2012), or c) recruiting participants and engaging in a participatory process to design the intervention as it is being received (Owens et al., 2011; Pawlowski et al., 2017). The role of peers in data collection is a core and common engagement type in CBPR studies (Israel et al., 2010; Jull et al., 2017). Peer interviewers can make participants feel more comfortable than if an academic researcher with few shared characteristics is questioning them (Bush et al., 2019; Unertl et al., 2016). Data analysis may be the most difficult stage of a CBPR study for academic and peer researchers. Academic researchers have alerted others to lengthening project timelines and difficulty training community members in data analysis (Cashman et al., 2008), while peers have reported analysis as a burdensome and time-intensive task that can feel obtuse (Eaton et al., 2018b). Finally, CBPR models recommend complementing traditional dissemination activities (e.g., peer-reviewed articles and juried conference presentations) with more accessible methods like a community report and video (Chen et al., 2010). A frequent CBPR tension in these steps is that while academic researchers should remove the power differential with peer researchers, community members are in effect staff members paid from a grant (Wallerstein et al., 2019). The employment nature of community engagement is further complicated when peers are research-naïve or have little experience leading studies (Musesengwa & Chimbari, 2017). Therefore, training and supervision are essential to ensure that community members have the necessary competencies to perform their roles and feel confident (Kaida et al., 2019).
Methods
A modified narrative approach was used to describe four CBPR studies that I completed between 2014 and 2019 (Moen, 2006). I focused on cataloguing the strengths and limitations of community engagement as I reviewed my past projects and synthesized the findings against CBPR framework criteria to provide reflection for CBPR researchers as a society with evolving culture and practices. This section details each of the four studies. Community engagement strengths and limitations are synthesized in the following section.

**Magnetic Couples**
This grounded-approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1994) CBPR study piloted a support group for serodiscordant or, as participants preferred, magnetic couples where one partner is HIV-positive and one partner is HIV-negative (Eaton et al., 2017a). The six recruited couples joined the research team to collaborate on developing an intervention in real-time. Participants attended two planning sessions to determine group content and structure. Throughout the eight-session group that ensued, participants continued to refine the intervention by changing guest speakers, length of session components, and session format. Once the intervention was completed, the entire team of clinician-researchers and participants met for two process evaluation sessions to discuss what worked well about the intervention and what could be improved.

**HIV-Associated Neurocognitive Disorder (HAND) & Social Work**
This sequential mixed-methods study (Morse, 2010) surveyed 108 people affected by HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder, a prevalent aging HIV-related comorbidity, and then interviewed a subset of twenty participants about their history with social work and role of the profession in ameliorating HAND’s effects (Eaton et al., 2017b). Four peer researchers aging with HIV, who comprised a 50% + 1 majority of the study team, critiqued and edited the protocol as it was in development. The survey was constructed based on a review of measures, practice-based experience of the clinician-researchers, and lived experience of the peer researchers. Peers recruited survey participants. Once the survey (n=108) was complete, the team used the results to draft relevant qualitative questions for semi-structured interviews with twenty survey participants. This draft questionnaire was then...
tested in data collection training for the peer researchers (Eaton et al., 2018a) and revised based on their feedback of question structure and content. Once all data collection was complete, peers employed thematic coding and then met for an iterative process of discussing codes, determining and verifying themes, noting disagreement, and achieving consensus.

**ART of Conversation**

For this project, a critical ethnographic and intervention CBPR approach was utilized (Hodgson, 1999). This pilot study personalized peer intervention to help people living with HIV, who self-identified substance use and antiretroviral therapy (ART, medication that controls HIV) adherence challenges, transition from an acute hospital admission back to community via in-person and phone peer support (Eaton et al., 2019a). People living with HIV provided feedback to the host hospital about the discharge transition and requested peer support (Chan Carusone et al., 2017). Two hospital client engagement sessions followed where seventeen people living with HIV identified the structure of a post-discharge peer support program, including: duration; content; definition of ‘peer supporter;’ how peer supporters should be trained; and how the pilot should be evaluated. A group consultation was then held with ten volunteers living with HIV who provide direct service at a partnering community agency. This consultation discussed the requested peer program structure and evaluation methods, including draft questionnaires. A final hospital engagement session (n=6) was facilitated by a peer researcher to continue developing the study questionnaires and intervention details.

Five peer supporters delivered this intervention. These peers completed a total of 44 training hours on relevant skills such as HIV and harm reduction, structuring a phone call, communication tools, and self-care. Five peer researchers, distinct from the peer supporters, attended the training described in HAND & social work above (Eaton et al., 2018a), with an adaptation for this study’s context that involved filmed simulation scenarios changing to reflect topics identified through client consultations such as medication adherence, substance use, and research fatigue (Eaton, 2019). Peer researchers then refined the study questionnaires, collected all data, and conducted analysis.

**HAND Randomized Controlled Trial**

This last example is a pilot randomized, controlled trial (RCT) to address HAND through group therapy (Eaton et al., 2019b). The team from the HAND & social work study expanded to build off the findings and design an intervention study. I identified potential intervention models through key informant interviews with six HAND researchers. A peer researcher and I then held two focus groups with ten people aging with HIV, as well as eight social workers. These consultations finalized trial components including intervention selection, appropriate
questionnaires, and a sensitive method of data collection. Peers aging with HIV and concerned about cognition were then directly involved in delivery of the trial’s intervention arms. Additional peer researchers contributed to content analysis of intervention fidelity.

These projects are part of my overall program of research to develop community-based interventions to address the complexities of living and aging with HIV. As illustrated in Figure 5, I attempt to mitigate such complexities (hospital discharge, cognitive health, and intimate relationships) through the interventions described above. To advance my research program, I assess these studies’ results, consider how to adapt, scale, and implement these interventions, and evaluate community engagement. This paper represents a bird’s eye view of that community engagement evaluation, where I consider my research program’s strengths and limitations, and how my lessons learned can influence the culture of CBPR researchers and investigators considering the use of community engagement techniques in their investigations.

**Figure 4.** HAND Randomized, controlled trial (RCT)

**Figure 5.** Program of research
Results

This section synthesis the various types of engagement of community members on the four studies listed above. Refer to Table 1 for a list of which types of community engagement were employed on each of the four studies. For categories of concept development, questionnaire development, intervention design, data collection, data analysis, and research dissemination, I provide textual descriptions of challenges faced and how these were overcome.

Table 1. Community engagement across four studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engagement type</th>
<th>Magnetic couples</th>
<th>HAND &amp; social work</th>
<th>ART of conversation</th>
<th>HAND RCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept development</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire development</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention design</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concept Development

The initial idea for all four studies emerged from my social work practice with people living with HIV. With the magnetic couples study, I provided service to clients in serodiscordant relationships who requested couples group support but were hesitant to attend a focus group to design such a group. As such, an anonymous online needs assessment survey was designed and reviewed individually with clients requesting this group. The survey was distributed through my professional networks to obtain insight on the issues (e.g., disclosure, relationship conflict, HIV knowledge) and preferences (e.g., timing, number of sessions) relevant to magnetic couples group therapy. For the other three studies, community members were comfortable self-identifying with the study's population in a group setting. Therefore, client engagement sessions and community-based research team meetings were held to develop the concepts. The benefit and drawback of the online needs assessment is anonymity, where personal input can be made but only at a single timepoint (Hacker, 2013). The risks of community engagement in a study's development are response and performance bias, where the decision to participate and the nature of participation could be biased due to personal relationships with peers (McCambridge et al., 2014). This is arguably an acceptable risk to rigour as community-engaged studies are demonstrably more relevant, sensitive, and sustainable than research that does not involve community members in concept development (Abimbola, 2019; Fekete et al., 2015).
**Questionnaire Development**

The magnetic couples and HAND RCT studies refined existing scales for contextual sensitivity, an example of which is changing heteronormative language to gender-neutral phrasing in a relationship quality measure. HAND & social work and the ART of conversation determined demographic and qualitative questions based on community input, specifically regarding how best to define the studies’ populations and answer the central research questions. A common challenge was community members suggesting questions that may unnecessarily elevate the research risk to participants or that were far afield of the studies’ purpose. This challenge is not discussed in CBPR literature, which broadly frames CBPR-developed questionnaires as relevant due to community input (McAllister et al., 2003; Riffin et al., 2016). To address this challenge here, the research team (comprised of a 50% +1 peer researcher majority) voted on questions for inclusion; when a question was excluded, I noted that the suggestion may be addressed in a future endeavour or that the topic could be probed if a participant raised the issue first.

**Intervention Design**

Three of the four studies piloted therapeutic interventions, with the goal of assessing their suitability for implementation and/or further study in a larger trial. The ART of conversation designed a new peer program, whereby people living with HIV and who had experience in peer service delivery were consulted on how to structure peer support for HIV and complex needs at the time of discharge from an acute hospital admission.

The HAND RCT engaged people aging with HIV to review numerous intervention types that have shown promise in easing the anxiety and stress of cognitive impairment in the general population. A further step was to consider which model may be best suited to the HIV context. The magnetic couples study recruited six gay male dyadic couples to participate in a multi-session group intervention that they designed as the group progressed. One benefit for community members engaged in these studies was that they could see their contributions leading to a new service being offered (Eaton et al., 2018b). One drawback was that pilot studies are limited in their scope and impact, and the time to broaden implementation can be a source of frustration for peers (Strong et al., 2009).

**Data Collection**

Peer researchers conducted all participant interviews on three of the four studies. A lesson learned was the importance of training peers in data collection, which can have reciprocal benefits. Community members feel more confident about the task when adequately trained, and the research instruments undergo pilot-testing through peer researcher simulation of data collection scenarios (Eaton, 2019). The training can help standardize the peer interview experience across multiple interviewers (Eaton et al., 2018a). Other challenges of peer data collection include participants feeling nervous about confidentiality if they share a network with their interviewer (Cené et al., 2015; Lile & Richards, 2016) and peer researchers feeling burdened by participant contributions (Ibáñez-Carrasco et al., 2019). To address participant
nervousness of knowing their interviewer, I obtained consent from all peer researchers to share their name with a participant before the interview; if the participant was uncomfortable with a particular peer researcher, they were matched with a different one. To mitigate peer researcher burden, I was available for debriefs immediately after each interview, had an open-door policy on meeting, and scheduled frequent team meetings where the peer researchers could debrief each other about the interview experience.

In the three studies that used peer interviewing, another common challenge was peers navigating the difference between providing peer support and conducting an interview (Eaton et al., 2018b). This distinction is extraordinarily complex when peers hold multiple roles within their community (Fletcher et al., 2014). Debrief for participants and peer researchers may help ease these challenges. Discussing the dynamics of confidentiality with participants led to more comfort with the security of data (Cené et al., 2015). Regular debriefings between peers and supervisors can help lighten the burden of hearing harrowing stories and negotiate the tension between the service provider, researcher, and community member (Eaton et al., 2018b; Ibáñez-Carrasco et al., 2019).

**Data Analysis**

In these studies, peers contributed to analysis by making meaning from in-depth interviews and comparing an intervention’s experience to its design and intent (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz, 2017; Nowell et al., 2017). Misunderstandings and frustrations expressed by peers on the earlier studies led to a change in research team processes for the later studies, where I offered data analysis training and more individual support throughout the process. Despite these attempts at easing the process, community members across all four studies commonly stated that they did not wholly understand the study’s findings until they read the first draft of a manuscript. I learned that this first draft can be used as a boundary object to help bridge peer researchers to the concept and conventions of academic publication.

**Dissemination**

Whereas data analysis was the biggest hurdle in these four studies, community members regularly stated that engaging in dissemination was their preferred activity. This preference may be attributed to satisfaction with completing a study that peers have been involved in since its initial design and starting to see the impact from the results (Lictveld et al., 2016). In all four studies, community members have co-presented findings and co-authored articles. I found that peers often prefer to present the rationale and implications of a study, sometimes feeling nervous with detailing the methods and results. Frequent meetings and debrief about dissemination activities have eased peers’ hesitation in reporting specific components of these studies, as has been found elsewhere (McDavitt et al., 2016).

**Summary of Results**

I learned the most from engaging with peer researchers in questionnaire development and data analysis. In developing questionnaires, I realized how much I did not know and had not
considered the topic and population we were researching through peers identifying essential inquiry areas. In data analysis, I learned how barriers in research could intimidate people. The complex language used in analysis can make the actual process (for example, consolidating a lengthy interview into keywords that can be used as codes and themes and seeing if those keywords are relevant in other interviews) feel difficult and daunting.

Overall, I attempted to bolster strengths and mitigate challenges with community engagement on these four studies through improved training and supervision, greater choice and variety for peers, and considering community members’ motivations.

Lessons for Training and Supervision
While training and supervision are important for CBPR studies, the employment power differential inherent in training and supervision can cause tensions (Devotta et al., 2016). The literature on training community members recommends multi-modal educational design, which was incorporated in these studies (Eaton et al., 2018a; Ibáñez-Carrasco et al., 2019), yet it does not fully address the challenge of simultaneously managing and equitably partnering with peers. Across these studies, I found that introducing self-reflective training and supervision activities helped peers self-identify areas of improvement. These self-reflective activities included filmed simulation — video recording role-play exercises such as interviews that peers could watch and assess their performance (Eaton, 2019), and session reports, where peers could do a written debrief on participant interaction and reflect on successes and challenges.

Lessons on Choice and Variety
The CBPR literature predominantly defines community engagement as all peers performing the same tasks on a study (Israel et al., 2010; Ward et al., 2018; De Weger et al., 2018). This model was used in the magnetic couples and HAND & social work studies, and feedback from peers was that there should be more variety and choice. With ART of conversation and the HAND RCT, some peers chose to join the research team, and other peers decided to join the intervention team. Further, peers specified activities of most interest. As an example, some community members only engaged in data analysis on the HAND RCT. Such choice and variety may be a new concept to CBPR models. They may offer engagement possibilities for community members who cannot commit to a full study arc or develop skill with a specific task.

Lessons on Motivation
All community members were financially compensated. Interestingly, post-study interviews with the peer researchers on these studies found that payment was appreciated but not a critical motivating factor to remain engaged (Eaton et al., 2018b). This aligns with existing research on motivations for work (Sachau, 2007; Tesavrita & Suryadi, 2012), including for peers (Basset-Jones & Lloyd, 2005). Instead, the key motivating factors were personal interest in the topic, feeling like leaders in one’s community, and a supportive work environment (adequate training and supervision) that motivated peer researchers to continue engaging with these studies. The
focus on these factors may explain why many of the peers on these studies continued to engage across multiple (including all four) of the endeavours.

**Conclusion**

This article highlights how I adapted community engagement approaches across four CBPR studies. This work’s recommendations are targeted to academic researchers, peer researchers, patients, practitioners, and policymakers.

For researchers such as myself — both engaged in CBPR and looking to start engaging community in research — developing a supportive work environment of thoughtful training and supervision alongside choice and variety and consideration of motivations beyond compensation are the key takeaways for successful community engagement in this context. Being receptive to feedback and adaptive to change during a study’s course is already a key component of CBPR. This article contributes reflecting on numerous initiatives within a broad program of research, considering how to incorporate lessons learned across multiple studies.

For peer researchers, these four projects have demonstrated that peer researchers have gained aptitude in conducting research, presenting findings, and generating new models of care and support for their peers. Peer researchers on these studies contributed great insight into their population’s strengths and needs, preferred language, and intervention format and content preferences. These contributions make intervention research a better science that is more relevant and attuned to community context and culture.

For patients seeking support, it is crucial to look for intervention programs derived from CBPR. While community engagement is no guarantee that an intervention will meet your needs — as people are diverse even within highly specific subgroups — a CBPR process offers some promise that an intervention was designed in partnership with your peers and that it may be more sensitive and relevant than an intervention solely constructed by researchers and practitioners. Asking an organization about the amount and quality of community engagement in an intervention’s design can be essential in determining whether their services would be helpful.

For practitioners, of which I was a practicing social worker during all of these studies, this paper demonstrates that your practice can permit you to lead research efforts that simultaneously engage community and achieve organizational priorities. Using practice to inform research can allow you to collaborate with community leaders to pilot and implement new models of care in a method that may be sustainable and adaptable.

For policymakers, this type of work is possible when research funders allow applications from practitioners in hospitals and non-profit organizations — who may not have an academic appointment — and when such applicants prioritize community members’ collaboration. Broadening application requirements to be accessible for researchers beyond post-secondary institutions means that research can be conducted in an applied manner that may have more significant potential for local implementation and impact, on a more efficient timeline than translating purely academic research to actual practice.
This work is not without limitations. In this paper, I present my evaluation of four projects where I was the principal investigator (HAND & Social Work, ART of Conversation, HAND RCT) or a key co-investigator in the research initiation and implementation (Magnetic Couples). The risk of confirmation bias cannot be ruled out. Also, I presented this analysis through my lens as a cisgender male heterosexual Caucasian middle-class settler who has the privileges and supports (such as from senior researchers) to apply for my grants, first as a social worker in practice and now as an early-career researcher in academia. Further CBPR practitioners may have other interpretations of the strengths and limitations of this work.

Further research evaluating peer researchers’ meaningful involvement in CBPR in the context of health and social science studies could explore impacts of community engagement on a study’s uptake and peer researcher experiences over a lengthy period of concentration on multiple studies.
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